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INTRODUCTION

The identity and boundaries of states belonging to the international community are by no means fixed and invariable. The march of history produces many changes. Old states disappear or unite with other states to form a new state, or disintegrate and split into several new states. Former colonial or vassal territories may by a process of emancipation become new independent states, or their boundaries may be realigned. Even small changes in the geographic extent of states, which formerly had relations with the displaced governments, raise problems for the international community of which the paramount one is the matter of recognition of the new state or government or other changes of status involved. At the same time, the issue of recognition has to be faced by other states, particularly if diplomatic intercourse must necessarily be maintained with the states or governments to be recognised.

Here we have limited our inquiry to recognition of governments in order to compress and work within the necessary boundaries required. The first chapter deals with the general issue of recognition and the applicable theories. The effect of recognition and non-recognition, judicial attitudes to recognition is also briefly examined.
INTRODUCTION

Chapter two examines the major factors which influence African states and a number of states belonging to the international community are by no means fixed and invariable. The march of history produces many changes. Old states disappear or unite with other states. Subsidiary factors like economics will also be considered. We shall try to form a new state, or disintegrate and split into several new states. To prove that the personality of a new state is another changing or former colonial or vassal territories may by a process of emancipation themselves attain statehood. Then also even in the case of existing states, revolutions occur frequently or military conquests are affected, unique in that it has undergone many changes in the running of state and the status of new governments becomes a matter of a concern to other states since independence. \[...\]

These transformations raise problems for the international community of which the paramount one is the matter of recognition of the new state or government or other changes of status involved. At the same time or other, the issue of recognition has to be faced by other states, particularly if diplomatic intercourse must necessarily be maintained with the states or governments to be recognized.

Here we have limited our inquiry to recognition of governments in their importance in African Political History. Apart from Congo, the order to compress and work within the necessary boundaries required. Second attempt in independent Africa to attempt a swaziland and angola. The first chapter deals with the general issue of recognition and the applicable theories. The effect of recognition and non-recognition, judicial attitudes to recognition is also briefly examined. deal with shana because the overthrow of its first presidentNgwadi Fene

Nkrumah was a matter of national debate among African countries.
The International Community is not a closed or static body. New states come into existence as shown by annual admission of new countries to the United Nations, e.g., Djibouti. Revolutions occur and new governments assert themselves. Territorial changes take place. The administration which succeeded him had to face a rough problem of gaining acceptability not only in Africa but in other nations of the world.

Recognition is where a state acknowledges its approval of the change that has occurred. It takes into consideration various factors. These could be either legal or political, but because approval or non-approval is based on political motives and not upon legal considerations of the change, recognition must be regarded primarily as a political act.
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Recognition as a term covers a variety of factual situations calling for acknowledgment by foreign states. They include, for example, the appearance of new states. What is a state? It was elaborated in the Montevideo Convention (Art 1) that a state as a person in international law should possess the following qualifications:
CHAPTER ONE

RECOGNITION AND NON-RECOGNITION

IN INTERNATIONAL LAW AND ITS EFFECTS

(iii) A government.

The International Community is not a closed or static body. With other governments or states, a

New states come into existence as shown by annual admission of new

countries to the United Nations, e.g., Djibouti. Revolutions occur

and new governments assert themselves. Territorial changes take

place and this entails the recognition of such change. The members

of the International Community have the choice of approving or disapproving.

Recognition is where a state acknowledges its approval of the change

that has occurred. It takes into consideration various factors. These

could be either legal or political but because approval or non-approval

is based on political motives and not upon legal considerations of

the change recognition must be regarded primarily as a political act.

Recognition as a term covers a variety of factual situations

calling for acknowledgment by foreign states. They include, for

example, the appearance of new states. What is a state? It was elaborated

in the Montevideo convention (Art 1) that a state as a person in

international law should possess the following qualifications:—

questions which have bothered jurists in trying to ascertain what is

the real nature and effect of recognition.
One school of thought declares that personality is created not by fact but by recognition. Other states constitute the new state, it is asserted, through their willingness to deal with it as a state. In the absence of such willingness it is not one. This is the constitutive theory. This doctrine is pushed by conceptualists like Lauterpacht, Ansilotti and Kelsen. By this theory statehood alone does not constitute membership of the family of nations. It becomes an international person only through recognition and as a result it can enter into official intercourse with other states. This is the legal approach to international recognition.

The more practicable view is that the granting of recognition is not constitutive, but declaratory. This divorces the institution of recognition from the question of the objective legal criteria of actually existing states. It does not bring into existence a state which does not exist before. A state may exist without being recognized, like Kampuchea or Zimbabwe (before the Lancaster House conference), and if it does exist in fact, then whether or not it has been formally recognized by other states, it has a right to be treated by them as a state, as for example when the constitutional negotiations were being undertaken in London, Bishop Abel Muzorewa had to be treated as a representative of the state of Zimbabwe whatever its legal status. Secondly when emergency food and medical supplies were being shipped to Kampuchea, western countries and other international aid agencies had to negotiate with the Heng Samrin government, though they didn't recognize it. The declaratory theory tends towards the belief that recognition is essentially a political institution. Thus the declaratory school disputes the premises of the constitutive school.
It contends that the state has capacity in international law as soon as it exists in fact, and is not based on approval, this capacity generating spontaneously from the assertion by the community that is a juridical entity.

To elaborate further, those who fall in the constitutive school as forcefully represented by Lauterpacht\(^5\) assert that each government should be conscious of its legal duty of objectivity in its recognizing policies. It should be aware that it was executing a legal duty or function on behalf of the decentralised juridical order, the international community, namely the creation of a new international person. This legal rule signifies that in granting or withholding recognition states do not claim and are not entitled to serve exclusively the interests of their national policy and convenience. Thus as a result of this approach a state cannot on its own refusal to recognise another even if the new community satisfies the necessary conditions leading to recognition. Which are these conditions?

Lauterpacht's induction is that such a state in achieving recognition should possess people, territory and effective government, independence and the capacity for international relations.\(^6\)

The International Commission of jurists of American states submitted a draft convention in 1927 which provided that\(^7\) - a government is to be recognised whenever it fulfils the following conditions:

\begin{itemize}
\item[(1)] Effective authority with the probability of stability and consolidation; the orders of which are regarded taxes and Military services are accepted by the inhabitants.
\end{itemize}
(ii) Capacity to discharge pre-existing international obligations, to contract others and to respect the principles established by international law.

This draft was rejected by states because it did not form the basis of the cardinal principles of non-intervention.

Furthermore a resolution of the American states - Resolution XXVI of the second special Inter-American conference of 1965, described as the "Informal Procedure on the Recognition of De facto Government" contains some good conditions for recognition. It recommended that member states, immediately after the overthrow of a government and its replacement by de facto government, should take into account:

(1) Whether there was complicity or aid of a foreign government;

(2) Whether the de facto government proposed to hold elections within a reasonable time and agree to assume international obligations previously assured by the government.

Herbert W. Briggs in his article perhaps tries to comprehensively list conditions which influence states to recognise new ones. He tabulates the reasons as below:

The freedom of the new state from external control, the stability and effectiveness of government and perhaps an estimate of its performance as indicated by popular or adverse support, the ability and willingness to fulfil its obligations under international law, the extent to which it commands international respect and support, i.e., has it been recognised by states, the extent to which its establishment affronts principles of dynastic or constitutional legitimacy. Whether its recognition would offend an ally or be otherwise premature, whether it would be politically advantageous etc.
On the above conditions and circumstances, it is submitted, that states before they recognise a new entity or government, they should take into consideration the democratic nature of the regime or entity. It's respect for human life. If it possesses the virus of to totalitarianism then recognition should be denied. If such a sanction is used objectively without underlying political considerations by third countries, then it would immensely contribute to the universal ideal of Democracy which is espoused by all in East or West, North or South whatever the real practise.

There are varying degrees in practise by states. The British tend to adopt Lauterpacht's theory. Second of state for Foreign Affairs, Mr Morrison said in the House of Commons, - "The question of the recognition of a state or government should be distinguished from the question of entering into diplomatic relations with it, which is entirely discretionary. On the other hand, it is international law which defines the conditions under which a government should be recognised de jure or de facto and it is a matter of judgment in each particular case whether a regime fulfils the conditions." (He goes on to enumerate the conditions as underlined by Lauterpacht) His majesty's Government consider that recognition should be accorded when the conditions specified by international law are in fact, fulfilled and that recognition should not be given when these conditions are not fulfilled. The recognition of Government de jure or defacto should not depend on whether the character is such to command his Majesty's approval."
The quotation above points to some indicators. Is the British approach more legal than political? Does it make a difference between de jure and de facto government (we shall make a distinction later) a difference which is becoming practically ignored.

On the other hand, the U.S.A. approach is based mostly on political and national interest considerations. Whitman's Digest states "It is the view of the U.S. government that international law does not require one government to accord diplomatic recognition to another government. It is our view that the matter of diplomatic recognition is one solely to be determined as the national interest dictates."

The U.S.A., in contrast to Britain, often relies on political considerations. For example, before the People's Republic of China was recognised by the Carter administration last year, despite the fact that it had long fulfilled the three main reasons for recognition viz - control of specific territory, will of the nation and capacity to fulfil international obligations - the U.S.A., adamantly refused to recognize the communist government in favour of the Republic government of Taiwan. And African countries, as we shall prove later, seem to have no consideration to accepted conditions for recognition. The constitutive theory is virtually irrelevant. Recognition is strictly political and is based on the personalities of heads of states involved.
SOME JUDICIAL DECISIONS ON RECOGNITION OF STATES AND GOVERNMENT

In 1917, Tinoco expelled the American consul of Costa Rica by force. Elections were held and for two years Tinoco and the legislative assembly under his personally administered the affairs of the government of Costa Rica. Generally courts and other judicial tribunals favour the declaratory theory as opposed to the constitutive one. This is a realistic approach to a basically political issue. Courts regard an executive decision as final. Thus a certificate from the Foreign Ministry on whether the government recognised another state or government is regarded as prima facie conclusive. The two cases below illustrate the bias of courts in favour of the declaratory theory.

In DEUTSCHE CONTINENTAL GAS - GESellschaft V. POLISH STATE (1922-30) 5 A.D. II. This case concerned the recognition of states. Here the German-Polish Arbitral Tribunal was called upon to decide whether the principle of the continuity of states has important results. Poland was comprised among the expression Germany's "enemies", and this involved the determination whether Poland could have existed before the Treaty of Versailles came into operation. The tribunal held that the state in Article 87 of the treaty was only declaratory of the state which existed "parliaments". The fact that the former sovereigns of Poland had not recognised her, and the fluid nature of the Polish-Russian border were held to be irrelevant to the question of existence. "according to the opinion rightly admitted by the great majority of Writer on international law, the recognition of a state is not constitutive but merely declaratory. The state exists by itself (parliaments) and the recognition is nothing else than a declaration of this existence, recognised by the states from which it emanates".

In 1917, Tinoco ousted the government of Costa Rica by force. Elections were held and for two years Tinoco and the legislative assembly under him peaceably administered the affairs of the government of Costa Rica. In 1919 Tinoco was ousted in his turn and the new government repudiated certain obligations undertaken by the Tinoco government towards British nationals. In the course of ruling upon the claims brought by Great Britain on the basis of these obligations, the arbitrator discussed the question of recognition. Taft C. J. said—"changes in government or the internal policy of a state do not as a rule affect its position in international law. . . . The nation remains with rights and obligations unimpaired."

"The principle of the continuity of states has important results. Logically non-recognition implies a refusal to admit the validity of the change. It does not necessarily involve a refusal to admit the consequences of the new state. When a state refuses to recognize the removal of government, its actions are usually based on a variety of political motives, but the decision of recognition is made when the withholding of recognition is properly designed as a protest against some international wrong. If the government of a state is overthrown by force in the face of foreign intervention, like in Kasaunah and most recently in Afghanistan, the new government is created and maintained, recognition of a de facto government. The terms describe the government not the act of recognition.

DE FACTO AND DE JURE RECOGNITION

One of the most confused aspects of recognition is the distinction between de jure and de facto recognition. The terms although commonly used, are technically incorrect, de jure recognition really means recognition of a de jure government. The terms describe the government not the act of recognition.

The terminology implies that a de facto government does not have the same sound legal basis as a de jure government.

The General Assembly has refused to recognize the new government of Kasaunah and the old government of Pol Pot which was ousted by Vietnamese troops is still recognized as the lawful government and up to now has a seat at the United Nations.
But it is difficult to find a body of legal rules by which this legal basis can be determined. Revolutionary governments are often described as de facto governments but as we know a successful revolution brings about a change in the constitutional law of the country concerned. Britain is most rampant in using these terms. An example is in "HAILE SELASSIE V. CABLE and WIRELESS CO." Where His Majesty's government continued to recognise the imperial administration of Haile Selassie as a de jure government it had also recognised the Italian invaders as the de facto government.

Since recognition is granted only to states, then non-recognition will have little effect on the rights and obligations of the country involved. Non-recognition, however, may be used as a protest against some international illegality e.g., if the government of a state is overthrown by force in the form of foreign intervention, like in Kampuchea and most recently in Afghanistan. Furthermore, is a new state is created and maintained by foreign troops a declaration of non-recognition is necessary to withhold from the wrong door the benefits arising acquiescence in or tacit acceptance of the new situation. Non-recognition could sometimes be applied collectively through the United Nations or the O.A.U. The General Assembly has refused to recognise the new government of Kampuchea and the old government of Pol Pot which was ousted by Vietnamese troops is still recognised as the lawful government and up to now has a seat at the United Nations.
In some instances recognition could be withdrawn from a government. The U.S.A. suspended diplomatic ties of the Amin regime in Uganda in 1973. De facto recognition (which implies some degree of uncertainty as to the future stability of the recognised entity), could be withdrawn if the status of the state or government is once more thrown in doubt. There is a controversy whether de jure recognition could be withdrawn. Legally de jure recognition can't be withdrawn.

**EFFECTS OF RECOGNITION OR NON-RECOGNITION**

**IN INTERNATIONAL LAW**

Since recognition is practically declaratory, then non-recognition will have little effect on the rights and obligations of the county involved. The effects are mostly legal and theoretical. If there is a collective non-recognition, it may leave the country without agents competent in the eyes of the non-recognising states to give effect to sign treaties. Treaties for example, continue to apply to the state but may be inoperative in the period of non-recognition. Agents of the unrecognised government have in the eyes of the countries no more status than private individuals. Furthermore the absence of diplomatic relations with unrecognised governments, deprives of nationals who may carry on business in the country governed by the unrecognised authority, the nationals do so at their own risk.

On the other hand, the effect of recognition is that a state or government acquires the capacity to enter into diplomatic relations with other states and as such can make treaties with them. There are some other minor effects like the right to sue in the courts of the recognising state, sovereign immunity, etc.
Recognition or non-recognition leaves untouched the liability and rights of the state itself, though enforcement measures may have to await the appearance of a recognised government.\footnote{See lauterbach's International law (5th edition, 1958)}

\begin{itemize}
\item \footnote{Quoted from "Recognition of De facto governments: Old Guidelines and New Thoughts", 63 AJ, 96}
\item \footnote{Harvard, H.C. vol. 462 Col. 2409 - 2411}
\item \footnote{(2) Digest of International Law p. 105 - 106}
\item \footnote{Case No. 5 - 11}
\item \footnote{For a detailed discussion see Lauterpacht, Recognition in International Law p. 74}
\item \footnote{Chapter 152}
\item \footnote{See Lauterpacht - Supra - Ch. IV}
\item \footnote{See the Timoco Arbitration Case - Supra}
\end{itemize}
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especially those which have still retained constitutionalism, recognize

such new regimes which have usurped executive and legislative power.
CHAPTER TWO

MAJOR FACTORS INFLUENCING RECOGNITION OF GOVERNMENTS IN AFRICA

States in the family of Nations are influenced by differing factors to extend recognition as determined by each individual state. Africa is the second biggest continent after Asia in the world and has forty-six independent states constituting almost a third of the United Nations Members. This was due to the policy of systematic balkanization of Africa into small dependent states by the former colonial powers. But now as independent states they have a right to exercise their sovereign rights and duties as members of the international community on an equal footing with the far more powerful states of other continents.

The recognition of African states with full sovereign rights does not present hurdles because by an act of independence granted by the colonial baron states become automatically recognised except in a few extreme instances like Angola. Very few have had independence solely by an effective revolution or a successful liberation war at home. Most liberation war or movements were finally accompanied by the colonial country accepting the inevitability of independence.

With the granting of independence constitutionalism was introduced in the African system of government. But progressively there has been marked decline in constitutional government. There have been many illegal changes in government, mostly by the Army, assuming direct control of state administration. Most of such changes have been repulsively violent and quite bloody. A question is then posed — should other African states, especially those which have still retained constitutionalism, recognise such new regimes which have usurped executive and legislative power,
silenced the machinery of democracy and sometimes contemptuously and persistently flout human rights and individual freedoms.

African countries react haphazardly when the recognition issue comes up and this has sharply varied from state to state. They have based their recognition policy mainly on politico-ideological lines, personalities of heads of governments, and to a certain extent, economic and least of all if not at all legal factors. Recognition of governments; we must from the outset realize that any state whatever the change will not lose its character as an International person.

The Court in LEHIGH VALLEY RAILROAD Co. v. THE STATE OF RUSSIA said "the granting or refusal of recognition (of a government) has nothing to do with the recognition of the state itself. If a foreign state refuses the recognition of a change in the form of a government of an old state, this latter does not thereby lose its recognition as an International person". He asked, "In view of the recent events in Uganda which led to the overthrow of Mr. Milton Obote's government? Major General Idi Amin's claim that Mr. Obote's stand so far as the recognition of new regimes are hard to pin-point. Lauterpacht's prescription; however of the new regime in concern? Mr. Amin's appeal the Foreign Minister ideal, has not been followed to the letter even by the most democratically advanced countries. He says - "A government which enjoys the habitual obedience of the bulk of the population with a reasonable expectation of permanence can be said to represent a state in question and as such to be entitled to recognition."

"The preponderant practise of states at least that of U.K. and U.S.A. in the matter of the recognition of governments is based on the principle of effectiveness thus conceived. As a rule .... the new government must be supported by the will of the nation, substantially declared."
This assertion is quite defective as has been proved by the practise of many countries. It calls for an objective standard and for African states who sometimes stretch National sovereignty and Independence of action to an unreasonable degree of emotion; it would be rare if they left such an act of sensitive political effect as recognition to be dictated by legal or fixed principles as propounded by Lauterpacht. Mostly the legal criteria are used to camouflage other factors and intention.

Kenya, apart from being conservative in political outlook as opposed to most African states, is probably one of the most cautious as far as political developments affecting other countries are concerned, has sometimes flirted to this approach, though as I have indicated above it is used to hide the actual intentions behind.

In 1971 - on a question raised by Mr. Olekekein in the National Assembly - he asked, "In view of the recent events in Uganda which led to the overthrow of Dr. Milton Obote's government by Major General Idi Amin's Army, what is the government's stand so far as the recognition of the new regime is concerned?" Dr. Mjoroge Kungai the Foreign Minister said - "The people of Uganda will have to determine and recognise the kind of government that they want and that is the government we shall have to recognise. We cannot afford to interfere with matters of another state neither would we let anybody else interfere with matters of our own state."

In pursuing this question in the past, the Kenya government policy on recognition has always been consistent and is based on objective criteria. It is not the practice of the Kenya government to make any formal
It is not the practice of the Kenya government to make any formal statements on recognition of new governments as our policy is to respect the absence of an international organ competent to accredit and recognise states not regimes. Kenya government is always prepared authoritatively to declare the presence of requirements of full international personality, states fulfil that function in their capacity as organs of international law. In thus acting they administer the

live or motions. This rule relating to the giving of recognition, states do not act in isolation and are not entitled to serve exclusively the principles of their own policy; it would undermine independence of action which is highly prized by African states and other non-aligned countries who resist another government against their will. Such a government would display the ability and willingness to discharge its international obligations and honour those obligations entered into by the previous government.

He continued that the government was still studying the condition in Uganda and once the people accept the government, Kenya will have no option except to recognise. This policy stand was further repeated by Dr. Waiyaki, then Foreign Minister, when referring to Uganda after the overthrow of Idi Amin's diabolical regime. This is a direct restatement of Lauterpacht's legal approach (except the insertions on the fulfilment of international obligations).

Though this is the policy of many states, Kenya's government reliance on it is motivated by selfish factors. Most paramount is, they fear to antagonise the new rulers in the region or else their extensive commercial interest could be jeopardised since Kenya is the dominant economic unit in the region.

It should be noted that the legal criteria are not attractive to African states due to their inherent defects. They entail an obligation to recognise once the necessary factors exist. Lauterpacht says
It is argued that a universal machinery be set up to make a collective decision on behalf of all states. This could preferably be adequately done by the United Nations as a representative of the whole international community rather than by variable and arbitrary decisions of individual countries. Sincerely this would be an ideal step, but as Kato submits, "such faith in the ability and capacity of such an amorphous organisation as the U.N. authoritatively to pronounce on such issues is grossly misplaced because as it is well known recognition is a highly political act, thus the U.N. as presently constituted is not able to discharge such a responsibility since it lacks a homogeneous political ideology to provide the guidelines."

On this we hasten to add that the U.N. will be handicapped like a Pope in furthering higher purposes, Presidents and Statesmen of individual states in that political-ideological alignment and the emergence of block voting e.g., third world countries voting mostly in Unison as a result the impartiality sought will be lacking for example the invasion
of Afghanistan by the Soviet Union rightly called for unanimous condemnation as it nakedly violated basic international rules among states. When a unifying peace resolution was tabled by some members of the third world calling for the withdrawal of foreign forces from Afghanistan virtually only Marxist states with the exception of Yugoslavia and Romania voted against it.

Due to the above it is submitted that the legal criteria for recognition are hardly used by African states. Lip service would be paid to it in announcements when justifying underlying political, personal and economic factors. The legal criteria have been eliminated as an influence on the act of recognition. We therefore consider three major factors which influence in a considerable degree African governments. Those are political, economic and personal preferences.

Even in most countries, including the U.K., U.S.S.R., political considerations far outweigh all other factors in determining whether a new government will be recognised or not. As such African states are still in the state of infancy as sovereigns are no exception. It is submitted that African governments over rely on political issues than other states. Issues of ideological orientation, political alliance, regional pragmatism are paramount.

Firstly, we look at U.S.A. practise to illustrate that not even the most democratic nation is insulated from political considerations in effecting recognition. W. O'Brien and Goebel say "the U.S. recognition policy in particular abounds with examples of the use of recognition and non-recognition as a means to further some higher purpose. Presidents and Secretaries of state, often with popular support have accorded or withheld recognition as of subverting other states especially in Zaire."

"
a means of supporting the good, the democratic, the constitutional, or the anti-communist and of punishing or combating the evil, the totalitarian, the unconstitutional, or the communist. Thus a high degree of subjectivity has characterised much of modern U.S. recognition policy in contrast to the tolerant objectivity enjoined by the original Jeffersonian theory of recognition. Thus, for example, it is possible to envisage a two pronged criticism of U.S. non-recognition of Red China by, on the one hand, Lauterpachtians who might say that U.S. is not acting to satisfy principles and tests before recognition is afforded. It has come to terms with Red China to indulge instead in a hopeless moralistic objective in the name of the decentralized juridical order, and on the other by straight forward advocates of power-politics who might contend that the U.S. is unrealistically neglecting a power political need to not satisfy principles and tests before recognition is afforded. In the view of whether a government now shows its readiness to assume such obligations as a test of the governments and capacity to represent the state or (government) concerned.

The African nations as indicated earlier have fallen prey to this attractive motion of using political factors in order to grant recognition. If we look at the problem from an ideological stand point the submission of the continuous liberation war. But this could be explained that at this is confirmed. Senegal, Ivory Coast and other countries still refuse to recognise the Angolan M.P.F.A. government because its use of parallel approach of subverting other states especially in Zaire.
When the O.A.U. conference convened to resolve the Angolan Civil war
took place in Addis Ababa in Oct 1975 a call for a National Unity
government collapsed because support to guerilla groups disintergrated
the political ones above. The political orientation of a state determines
its economic policy. Kenya's stubborn refusal to convene the

Political considerations can further be deduced from the situation
in Western Sahara. Morocco and the POLISARIO are wrestling for control
of this territory, each with her own justifications. Though no country
except Zaire has acknowledged Morocco's unilateral annexation with giving
the people a chance of self determination, it cannot however be submitted
that there is justification for some African States to recognise the
POLISARIO as the sole representative of the Saharan people since it does
not satisfy principles and tests before recognition is effected. It has
an effective control of the territory, no stable government and it can't
be claimed that the bulk of the Saharan people support POLISARIO. But
Tanzania, Algeria, Burundi have all recognised the POLISARIO. The plausible
reason is probably since the organisation is left-leaning it coincides
with the ideological orientation of these states.

Lastly looking at Smith's and Muzorewa's Rhodesia - all African
countries except South Africa refused to recognise them. Apart from
support of the majority of the population (which is doubtful) - there
was an effective administration, semblance of a state government despite
of one leader in the other is very crucial in African politics. With
the continous liberation war. But this could be explained that at this
particular time Rhodesia was an international outcast. Firstly because
of rebellion and refusal to accede to majority rule and worsened its racist
structure. The same applies to South Africa as far as African countries
are concerned.
The economic factors influencing recognition are interrelated with the political ones above. The political orientation of a state determines its economic policy. Kenya's stubborn refusal to sanction the Amin Regime even during the war of liberation (November 1978 - 1979) could be explained to the fact that Amin's continued existence worked well for Kenya's economy. Since most of Uganda's cash crops had to be sold here at very low prices, politicians and businessmen had a lucrative profit margin as middlemen especially the Coffee boom. Most of them became millionaires in a fortnight.

In a reciprocal process many Kenyan industrial goods were sold to Uganda to replace the gap left by other countries due to the embargo. There was a genuine, though very detestable, in terms of human rights that if Amin was overthrown most of this trade would cease as Kenya would be the only exclusive market. As a result Kenya to deal with the murderer on the pretext of non-interference since Kenya's economic interests would be maximized. Kenya took long to acknowledge the emergence of the new government in Kampala in order to gauge its reaction. Struggle against Western

The most important factor which determines recognition in most instances is personalities of Heads of governments involved. Preference of one leader to the other is very crucial in African Politics. When Dr. Milton Obote was overthrown in Uganda by Major - Gen. Amin the coup was initially very popular with the masses. Obote's government had increasingly become dictatorial, and arbitrary arrests had accelerated.

Eg: 

Grau Stuart Ibingira et al. v. Uganda:
The new regime satisfied all requirements for recognition and many nations especially in W. Europe rushed to recognise it due to Obote's militancy at this time, especially his vehement opposition to resumed sale of military weapons to South Africa by the Heath government in Britain. But in contrast, most African countries refused to recognise the new Head of state. Nyerere and Kaunda stubbornly regarded him as the legal President of Uganda until Amin was overthrown. The new government had to undertake intense diplomatic effort in neighbouring countries before Uganda could be accepted as having had a change in government. Kenya, however, didn't take a non-cooperation stance in Uganda because of overriding economic factors. Relationship between Kenya and Uganda was at that time deteriorating because Obote was becoming more left oriented, more friendly to Tanzania and rather chilly to Kenya. African states rely mostly. A further illustration was when Ben Bella of Algeria was overthrown by a military coup on June 19th, 1965. Colne El Houari Bouanodienne, who was then Vice Premier and Minister for Defence, assumed power. Many countries initially reacted with hostility. Ben Bella had come to be regarded as a symbol of anti colonial and third world struggle against Western Countries. As such he came to be admired by many African countries. Nasser of Egypt, after publicly praising him offered him asylum. They just took time for a while. President Nyerere had this to say for withholding recognition for sometime: 'Frankly we need time to understand the meaning of the change. When such a change takes place in a country, with which Tanzania has had extremely friendly relations and especially when its former leader has been particularly responsible for the creation of these relations, the internal affairs of member states.
It is natural for us to wait and see so that we may understand what has taken place.13

Kenya's foreign minister Joseph Murumbi said when Kenya declined to attend the Afro-Asian conference of Heads of State scheduled in Algiers soon after Ben Bella's fall. "Domestic reasons given by the special envoys of the new Algerian government for still holding the conference were not altogether acceptable. We think the situation is fluid. There has been a revolution which has caught us by surprise. It is a mere fight for power. Ben Bella is very popular with African states, I must say."

Sekou Touré of Guinea regarded Dr. Nkrumah of Ghana till his death as the President of Ghana and never recognised the coup of 1966. All the factors indicate that unlike most countries, African states rely mostly on personal relationship of Heads of State and other varying political reasons before recognition is granted. It should interestingly be noted that when Chiang Kai-Shek was still the President of Taiwan U.S. support was total due to Chiang's personality with the U.S. body politics.

The trend now is that most African countries for fear of antagonising the new government, altogether refrain from making any statement. They just become indifferent to changes elsewhere. The degree of violence and bloodshed which frequently accompanies such a change is ignored. This is done by justifying it under C.A.U. Charter (article III), in which member states affirm and declare their adherence to the principles inter alia of sovereign equality of member states and non-interference in the internal affairs of member states.
This strategy of hiding under the O.A.U. Charter has led to lack of knowledge on recognition in Africa. Its development has been retarded. This behaviour could be traced from the so called Estrada Doctrine.

The Mexican Foreign Minister Don. Genaro Estrada on 27th September, 1930 issued a statement that some governments have the audacity of passing on judgement on the legality or illegality, legitimacy or illegitimacy of other governments thus subordinating a government to foreign opinion and interfering in the internal affairs of other countries under the pretence of the act of recognition. The Minister advised that third states should keep silent whenever there a revolutionary change of government of another country and that such states should resort to withdrawal of diplomatic missions if they have them, rather that pass judgment on a purely internal affair of the country. 

This doctrine is apparently followed in some instances in Africa. States who disagree with a violent change in other states severe diplomatically than withdrawing recognition.


It is reasoned that recognition will not change the status quo as it is merely 'declaratory', but from observation it carries some benefits.
Firstly, most new regimes in thirst for respectability would like to be recognised because it is a matter of prestige. Furthermore by recognition a new regime would be assured that no unwarranted intergerence in the internal affairs or subversion would occur. For example Tanzania's felt free to encourage Ugandans to organise in guerrilla forces to undermine and subvert the Amin Regime since she didn't recognise the regime.

Recognition would further encourage resumption of trade and credits between the two states concern. When Nigeria disapproved of "Rawlings" coup in Ghana on June 4, 1979 - they cut off all credits including oil advances.\(^{17}\)

\(^{17}\)In an article "U.S. Recognition Policy Toward New Nations" in the Law of Nations in International Law and Diplomacy

\(^{17}\)The Law of Nations in International Law. The argument on red China though no longer relevant to the Carter Administration, recognised the People's Republic and exchanged Ambassadors on January 1, 1979, is a good illustration because it took 30 years for U.S.A. to recognise reality.

\(^{17}\)International Law - (2nd Edition, Butterworth 1978)
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CHAPTER THREE
A CASE STUDY OF UGANDA

Uganda once described by Winston Churchill as the "Pearl of Africa" is strategically situated in the heart of Africa, virtually as an intersection between North and Southern Africa. This geographical location and the political developments have been closely watched not only by other countries in the region but by other removed countries for geopolitical, economical and other factors. It achieved independence from British Colonialism on October 9, 1962 as Uganda. Independence was due when all 6 regions, by their own will, moved for self-determination. Freedom, liberty, equality, and democracy were the new hope. They were opposed to anything they perceived to be too costly in terms of politics, economics and objective democratic principles.

Many factors are attributable to making Uganda a unique in terms of political controversy, recurrent domestic problems, etc. Not all can be unmourned here, but the major factors were, firstly intense tribalism and sectionallism. Though tribalism is an incessant problem in African states, its degree is much higher in Uganda due to the virtual domination of one tribe in terms of economic means, population and education, political participation and in most other social interactions. Among the East African states, Uganda had much earlier been exposed to Western education, so much so that the degree of political agitation was quite pitched even before parties in other states e.g., Tanganyika could make a start.

13. The Standard, Tanzania June 26, 1965
14. The Standard Tanzania, June, 1965
15. "The Estrada Doctrine" 25 A.J.I.L. 719 and 16. The Regime of Master Sergeant Samuel Doe in Liberia which overthrew William Tolbert has been sending envoys to may countries to convince them to recognise him after initial embarrassing setbacks. Sgt. Doe was refused to participate in the O.A.U. Economic Summit of May 1980 and the E.C.O.W.A.S. Summit Meeting the following month.
18. Indian J. of International Law 190.
CHAPTER THREE

A CASE STUDY OF UGANDA

Uganda once described by Winston Churchill as the "Pearl of Africa" is strategically situated in the heart of Africa, virtually as an intersection between North and Southern Africa. It's no surprise that its political developments have been closely wanted not only by other countries in the region but by other removed countries for geopolitical, economic and other factors. It achieved independence from British Colonialism on October 9, 1962. As Gukuina aptly puts it, "the struggle for independence was due when all Uganda Politicians spoke highly of Justice, freedom, liberty, equality, unity, brotherhood and anti-authoritarianism. They were opposed to anything contrary to democratic principles."

Since independence however, political events in Uganda have led to the development and consolidation of Political systems and structures totally removed from what was expected by the majority of the citizens, proving to be too costly in terms of human suffering, human rights and objective Democratic principles.

Many factors are attributable to making Uganda a unique in terms of political controversy, recurrent domestic problems, etc. Not all can be enumerated here, but the major factors were, firstly intense tribalism and sectionalism. Though tribalism is an incessant problem in African states, its degree is much higher in Uganda due to the virtual domination of one tribe in terms of economic means, population and education, political participation and in most other social interactions. Among the East African states, Uganda had much earlier been exposed to Western education, so much so that the degree of political agitation was quite pitched even before parties in other states e.g. Tanganyika could make a start.
David Apt observes that there were five political parties in Uganda prior to independence. Furthermore, more than any other East African region Uganda has had sharp ideological divisions among its polit leading in most cases to irreconcilable issues on national matters. This has also had an impact on executive leadership in that every ideological camp feels it can do better and as a result power struggle always ensures with the inevitable impact on the nature of Democracy inter-state cooperation, etc.

We must also note that before the break up of the East African Community in 1977 Uganda was a sister state of E. A. economic cooperation which was seen as a model of economic union in Africa, so any political change in Uganda had a direct bearing on Kenya, Tanzania and other countries.

The first significant change to democracy and constitutionalism touching on the international plane was on February 22, 1966 when Dr. Milton Obote was Prime Minister. In anticipation of a revolt against him he seized power, scrapped the federal constitution which had allowed traditional leaders some measure of authority. Though it was quite bloody it didn't attract much international fuss because it was interpreted as an internal struggle against feudalism. With the predictable exception of Emperor Haille Selassie of Ethiopia who was reported to have been gravely concerned by the ouster of his friend King Freddie Mutesa II the Kabaka of Buganda most countries in the Region restricted themselves to mild comments wishing a speedy stabilization of events so that inter-regional activities would resume normally.

The most important changes in Uganda's political climate directly relating to the question of recognition occurred on January 25, 1971 and on April 11, 1975. We shall deal with the two events separately.
In January, 1971 Dr. Milton Obote then President of Uganda was overthrown by a military coup d'état led by Major Gen. Idi Amin Dada, then Commander and Chief of Staff of the Uganda Army. A number of factors led to Obote's fate and we should examine them as they weighed directly or indirectly on the reaction of other states as far as recognition was concerned of the new regime.

Borrowing Professor Ali A. Mazrui's description of Kwame Nkrumah after his overthrow, 'Dr. Obote was a good African but a bad Ugandan.' Though he was a status symbol to many Africans for his strong nation- building policies, his domestic policies had isolated him from the main stream citizen as we shall observe below.

The main grievances against him were adequately summarized by the so-called 16 points outlined by the soldiers when they seized power.

Most important was that Obote was progressively becoming less democratic, more despotic and less sensitive to the wishes of the masses. Since independence there was a failure to hold elections. Obote used pretexts to postpone them at every opportunity justifying it on national unity and security.

Political detentions had trebled rather tremendously in his last years. Any form of opposition was suppressed at most with violence.

The 'General Service Unit' which acted as an Intelligence Organisation to fish out troublemakers was known for its crude tactics in dealing with the opponents of the regime.

Furthermore a failure to reconcile with the Baganda, the most dominant tribe, especially after forcing their King (Mabaka) into exile, created an almost a permanent atmosphere of tension, as Mazrui argues:

"Complete national reconciliation was inconceivable while the Baganda remained alienated."
of its citizens were working in Uganda an Africanisation move primarily
M. Obote had won a place in history by ending the Old order. But the
task of creating a new order had only just begun, and the Baganda has
to be full and wilful participants in any new order .... ^
Despite the
fact that National Unity was his catchword he had miserably failed to
achieve it as by the time of his overthrow he had antagonised more tribes
than he could mobilise on his side for national reconciliation.

More alarming of all on the domestic plane was Obote’s desire
to create a one party state. As we have observed above Ugandans have
been politically active for quite along time, so this was seen as an states
attempt to rule the country indefinitely. Chain reactions from different
political groups who were being affected by the move led to an extensively
erosion of his power base. The most alarming development which directly
concerned other countries was a determined conviction to lead Uganda on
a socialist path. Indeed as Ginyara Pancywa says - "Obote will long
be remembered or villified in Uganda and abroad for his new ideological
directions".

Though he was a late starter on socialism he advocated it with
exceptional zeal. He called in many Government pronouncements as a
move-to-the-left. As Tertit Asland describes it in his introductory
remarks "The move-to-the-left in Uganda was an effort on the part of the
U.P.C. at ideological rearmament and policy changes of a radical content".

He authored the "Common Man’s Charter" in which he attempted to out-
line the major features of socialism as it was to apply to Uganda.
Partial nationalisations of the commanding heights of the economy was
carried out especially in 1970. Africanisation programmes were initiated
through indigenization schemes. As a result this unleashed the anger of
Britain who had extensive economic interests in Uganda, and also most
of its citizens were working in Uganda so Africanization moves primarily affected them. It should be remembered that at this time the United Kingdom had reverted to a Conservative government under the primership of Edward Heath. Kenya was also privy to private companies who had business interests in Uganda. In fact, relationship with Kenya had been eroding much earlier for many factors.

Also through Obote's "militant Africanism", he had alienated many advanced West European governments. By a combination of rare rhetorical capabilities, youth and crisis effectiveness, he was dubbed by many as the new Nkrumah. He forcefully criticised West European states especially United Kingdom at every opportunity of their treacherous association with the racist South African regime. The period immediately preceding the coup, he led most commonwealth countries in denouncing the British government for its proposed sale of arms to South Africa. As Mazrui says, "Obote in Singapore had been passionately critical of British intentions. The world limelight had focused on him and he had been interviewed for a variety of newspaper television stations serving populations from London to Melbourne. There was no doubt that following the Singapore denunciations, the British government was more alienated from Obote than ever". 8

From the above, it appears that despite Obote's domestic problems and mistakes, he was a hero on the continent for his militant stand against imperialism and for his new socialist trend which was rather quite attractive to many African nations in the beginning of the 1970's. So ironically whereas some Ugandans were rejoicing at his fall in Kampala streets many African countries expressed sorrowful bitterness to the military who had terminated his career. Just as Ghanaians were celebrating in Accra for Nkrumah's downfall, many Africans were distressed.
How did the countries react after the coup? We have examined in the previous chapter that African countries are mostly influenced by political-ideological factors and in a subsidiary form, personalities and economic interests. Firstly believes that this takeover may be the opening. 

Firstly the reaction of Tanzania encompasses most of these factors. Dr. Obote and Dr. Nyerere shared the same political ideology. They both espoused socialism as a vehicle for national development. In the course of time they had become close personal friends and they frequently took the same policy line on African issues. So it was utter bitterness when Obote was overthrown. They were both at Singapore attending the Commonwealth leaders' conference. On his return Nyerere categorically declared that there was no way in which Tanzania would recognize the new regime in Uganda and that we would continue to regard Dr. Obote as the legal President of Uganda. And when the Ugandan Foreign Minister, Wanume Kibedi, said that he was willing to lead a delegation to Dar-es-Salaam to explain the causes of the coup and that by refusing to recognize the military regime, Dr. Nyerere was acting like a biased judge who condemned a prisoner after hearing only the prosecution case, the Tanzanian Foreign Minister, Mr. I. Kinawanga, is quoted to have retorted back saying—"We don't know this man. We only know Sam Odaka as the Foreign Minister. The delegation could come, but as tourists. We have room for tourists, but we will not recognize any Ugandan Minister unless led by Odaka." 

Britain and Zambia also reacted in rather similar terms saying that they couldn't recognize a usurper. It should be understood that Uganda, Tanzania and Zambia were united in a brotherly platform which was known as the "Mulungushi Club", when they vowed to lead their nations on socialist principles.
Ambivalence to Amin's coup was not limited to these two countries. Sudan bitterly condemned the takeover and there were countercharges of border violations and fighting. Somalia issued a statement saying "Revolutionary Somalia firmly believes that this takeover may be the opening of a new front of aggression in Eastern Africa designed to be the next target after imperialist atrocities in Southern Africa, Israel. On the political collective capital appearance in this area: South East Asia and the Middle East." In Nairobi, President Said Barre said that "the takeover in Uganda was neither in the interests of Uganda nor does it serve the cause of Africa."

Algeria, Guinea, Egypt and other African countries issued statements of concern but in maintaining a state of affairs remains enough to deplore the takeover as an imperialist plot to return the African to its deep a substantial part of the Sudanese army is a shift to the battlefronts. The reaction of African countries was rather South. There was also the conclusion that this departure of the Sudanese ironical considering the effectiveness of the regime at home. Crowds were in a country and event is becoming a distorted view of past were threshing in the streets of Kampala. Countrywide the nation was in a state of shock and void of direction. Only the press was still calm. Thus they had no legal basis for denying recognition. As we had earlier observed that this was due to the fact of Obote's political stand in Africa and his towering personality.

It should also be noted that Mr. Obote had become increasingly recurrent with his close links with Israel, thus resulting in his crucial days of its taking place in a statement read by the British under Secretary for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Kershaw. Her Majesty's government instructed that the US representative in the UN General Assembly demanding the British High Commissioner in Uganda, Sir Richard Slater, to convey Israel's withdrawal from Arab territories. After the British High Commissioner asked in vain the message to Major General Amin. It was an agonising decision for Britain because though they were delighted by Obote's ouster, they didn't want to be the only country to recognise the regime. So they hopefully maintained their stance with arms to fight the endangered prophecies of its waited in vain. They then had to act anyway for fear of alienating the country, had strong affinity with the regime was seen to General Amin. It has also been widely reported that Britain knew in advance that the coup was going to take place but kept a discreet silence.
with the new rulers. The Colloidal public gathering immediately after
The British position was predictable due to the political ideological
the coup, a token Israeli presence was noticed. Furthermore, the new rulers
stand of the Obote government.

One of the other countries to have welcomed the takeover was
Israel. On the political objectives, Mauki summarizes it this way:
"It is in Israel's strategic interest to keep the third largest army
in the Arab world busy with an internal civil war in the South of Sudan.

The paramount interests of Israel are not obtaining autonomy or independence
of South Sudan but in maintaining a state of affairs serious enough to
fact happen. Thousands of Egyptian troops moved to Northern Sudan as

It should also be noted that Dr. Obote had become increasingly
uneasy with his close links with Israel, thus resulting in his gradual
rethinking of his Middle East policy. Israel was surprised when Uganda
joined the Third World and not the West. Britain, obviously, was not
whom she considered a friend voted in the U.N. General Assembly demanding
interference. But Obote's vote was a surprise in the day that saw all
Israel's withdraw from Arab territory. After the incident Obote was asked

to explain why Uganda voted the way she did. Israel was apprehensive

Another country to make a formal statement was Australia. The
that her strategy in Sudan where Uganda was used as a base to supply
foreign office on February 16th said "we are carrying on normal business
Anyanya guerrillas with arms to fight the Sudanese government would
be sabotaged. Amin who had ethnic affinity with the Anyanya was considered
the right man to lead a country that would be a safe lap dog to execute this grand plan. In fact after the coup, of all
situation, though they didn't hide their distaste for Dr. Obote.
David Martin says that when he arrived at Nairobi Airport from Singapore foreigners in Uganda, they were the ones who displayed public presence after the coup and were unreasonably treated. He was assigned a new station with the new rulers. The Colossal public gathering immediately after heavy security at an African hotel where telephone lines were cut off and the coup, a token Israeli presence was noticed. Furthermore Amin praised that he couldn't communicate with anyone. He had to eventually leave them publicly later for being very good friends. Also Amin's first trip for new offices. They hated his socialist policy because it directly abroad was to Israel and Britain in July 1971.

In Africa only Ghana followed Britain's lead to recognise Amin. Instead of Ghana, it was also looked upon with suspicion. It is interesting that it did so on February 8th. This is not surprising because at that time Ghana was under the Premiership of Dr. Kofi Busia known for his ultra conservatism and his closeness to Britain. He was not at good terms with Minister of Foreign Affairs read a statement in Parliament saying socialist oriented African states. Ghana's move provoked "The Nationalist" racism prevailing on the people of Africa. But the zambezi region TANU newspaper in Tanzania to say in an editorial that "Ghana has become an example not only to other African countries, but also for the only country in Africa to join Britain's band wagon in recognising former enemies' states. Many African countries have seen the Amin Junta in Uganda, shows just how far those who rule Ghana today on the Ugandan street, so any adverse statement would turn down this have gone is selling out the interests of our continent."  

Ghana later followed by Dr. Kamuzu Banda of Malawi who said in after recognizing countries due to Obote's political and new rulers in Uganda and would make a statement recognising them soon." personal conflict despite the fact that the coup was orchestrated at home, The situation in Uganda, he said was "the business of the people of whereas other countries especially Britain, Israel and France for differing Uganda and no one from outside, be it central, east or west Africa should political and economic reasons welcomed the change and indirectly interfere. Let Ugandans solve the problem in the way they feel fit indirectly encouraged it to take root and best".  

Only to look at the 1979 change when Kikwete was overthrown. Another country to make a formal statement was Australia. The Australian Foreign Office on February 16th said "we are carrying on normal business at high level. However an attempt will be made to directly related to with Uganda and that is in effect recognition".

The Kenya position was rather ambiguous. They kept silent on the riding the crest of popularity at home (though not all the government situation, though they didn't hide their distrust for Dr. Obote agreed to his appearing of high office), he was however not acceptable on the continent by other states.
David Martin says that when he arrived at Nairobi Airport from Singapore, after the coup, he was anxiously treated. He was whisked away under heavy security to Pan Afric Hotel where telephone links were cut off so that he couldn't communicate with anyone. He had to eventually leave for Dar-es-Salaam. They hated his socialist policy because it directly threatened Kenyan based companies. Obote's closeness to Dr. Nyerere instead of Kenya was also looked upon with suspicion. It is submitted that Kenya secretly supported the takeover. Later when the government was pressed by members of parliament to declare Kenya's stand, the Minister of Foreign Affairs read a statement in Parliament saying everything depended on the people of Uganda. But the paramount reason for Kenya's refusal to join other African countries in condemning the takeover was mainly economic. Many Kenyan manufactured goods are sold on the Ugandan market, so any adverse statement would threaten this lucrative market.

In conclusion we have seen that the Amin coup failed to receive recognition by most African countries due to Obote's political and personal qualities despite the fact that the coup was effective at home, whereas other countries especially Britain, Israel and Kenya for differing political and economic reasons welcomed the change and directly or indirectly encouraged it to take root.

Lastly we look at the 1979 change when Amin was overthrown. The causes of the coup against Amin are so many that no one can effectively put them down. However an attempt will be made as directly related to our limited enquiry. We have seen from above that Amin came to power riding the crest of popularity at home (though not all the populace agreed to his assuming of high office); he was however not acceptable on the continent by other states.
It was after a long period that he had to establish a semblance of legitimacy to the other leaders though Dr. Nyerere and Kaunda up to the very last moment refused to recognise him.

Not long after Amin squandered even the little legitimacy he had secured by his bizarre unpredictable acts which left his few friends embarrassed, domestic popularity was worn thin so much so that when he was eventually overthrown apart from a tiny minority, everyone was happy. His new successors enjoyed almost instant legitimacy from other states, recognition was virtually instant and domestic mass support far superseded that of Amin. 20 What brought about all this? What made Uganda as some writers call it a 'tragic laboratory' in power and an international rejection only now equalled by the Kampuchean puppet of a regime heading to social chaos and suffering? Dr. Mogyenyi says that Uganda under Amin 'simplifies a combination of ignorance and power mediated by comprehensive insecurity to generate excesses in policy judgment and execution leading to social catastrophe". He continues that Ugandans disaster could be attributed to Amin's personality - "Amin was characterised by arrogance, insensitiveness and ignorance". 21 Southal says of Amin - "he dominates by mere physical size and energy, coupled with extraovert, charm and simplicity, shrewdness, carriage and ruthlessness. He could be informal and flexible. He participates with boundless enthusiasm on diplomatic occasions, at meeting of elders, churchmen, businessmen or farmers, in the activities of his soldiers or in the dances which celebrates his visits round the country. He offers advice to Heads of State around the world. He is independent that he fears only God. He could be taken for an unschoold simpleton, a bull in China shop, a brutal bumped up sergeant." 22 All these qualities of
He undertook a genocidal massacre of particular tribes especially the 
men naturally adds up to a fellow totally divorced from the management 
of a complex modern state. Sincerely other countries wouldn't just look 
up with disinterest. He had clearly established himself as an embarrassing 
maverick intruding on Uganda's political scene.

The rise of such an illiterate and mediocre led to a total lack 
of analytical and operational abilities expected of everyone in a position 
of responsibility. The effect of Amin's illiteracy led to multiplier 
effects. Men of comparable credentials with Amin rose to power - illiterate 
too in experienced in civilian administration, impatient and unknowledgeable 
in bureaucratic business, insensitive to state complexities, unschooled 
many and because of their lack of personal and civic values no human being could 
in diplomatic etiquette, incapable of comprehending the workings of an 
economic system, incapable of managing public finances, morally unrestrained, 
insensitive to the value of human life, unable to grasp intricacies of 
international interactions and collectively castrated in a crisis of 
retarded social vision.

With incredible simplicity and theatrical spontaneity, drastic 
decisions were made and implemented. Often they were decisions that 
deeply affected the physical and spiritual life of the country. His human 
rights record was one of the worst in contemporary times. It is estimated 
that about 300,000 people were killed in cold blood and an equally 
bigger number was forced into exile. His bizarre behaviour manifested 
itself quite early.

In August 1972 Asians were grossly expelled and given only 90 days 
to have left. For a callous treatment of a race who had lived here for 
more than 70 years, this was indeed grotesque. He embarked on a systematic 
elimination of members of the intelligentsia across the country.
He undertook a genocidal massacre of particular tribes especially the Acholi and Langi of Northern Uganda. Christians were harrased culminating in the brutal assassination of the Archbishop of the Anglican Church J. Lwum on February 17th, 1977. It was soon followed by the banning of 27 Christian Churches in September 1977 - apparently being a part of theatrical policy to Islamize a nation which has over 90% of her population subscribing to the Christian faith. Unmitigated terror was institutionalized as a strategy of political control and regime insurance. Certainly the list of human rights violations is much longer.

Press freedom was thoroughly unmet, four local English newspapers and all foreign newspapers and Magazines were banned as early as November 1977. The country was left with only one Government newspaper "The Voice of Uganda". A situation had a risen where publication of anything in Uganda had become virtually impossible.

On the international scene the Amin Regime was simply scandalous. Being always conscious of minimal respectability and acceptability within the international community, shown, by his failure to register diplomatic recognition, to bolster his regime e.g., it took ten days for the first country, Britain, to recognise the regime since then as a country demanding the regime of compensation for torture and signals of international acceptability did not flush brightly until just all supplies from thezkess refinery. This temporarily his eventual fall. His erratic quarrels with various actors on the discipline the fellow, however relations worsened later for economic international scene made him look simply a clown. For example following recent reliably, the coup against Dr. Obote, the C.A.U. which was due to meet in Kampala other landlocked countries like Rwanda, Burundi and Zaire had decided to change venue back to Addis Ababa. When Amin sent his delegation a cabled message with the regime. Borders were immediately closed to Addis Ababa to represent Uganda, the delegation's credentials were hotly and transportation vehicles taking vital supplies frequently unclaimed challenged. Obote in fact sent his own delegation to represent Uganda which had enough support to block the Amin delegation from sitting.
Amin totally ignored the welfare of his subjects. Recently
more Amin was barred to attend the Commonwealth Leaders
military budget at the expense of social programmes like Education,
Conference in London in early 1977 though he was legally supposed to
because and other sectors of the National economy augmented the social
be there.

Furthermore, his looseness with language amade him a buffoon. This
peasant thirst for inflated military titles: he was a V.C., D.S.O.,
considerably lessened or eroded his international standing. For example
S.C.C., C.S.S.R. etc., whether this was an indication of inferiority
he said that if Nyerere didn't have gray hair he would have married him
complex, it can't be adequately explained.

for a woman, sent a telegram to Nixon during the Watergate scandal that
he wished him a quick recovery and during the 'Yom Kipur' war between
unrivalled brutalities were dishonour to像素s in various ways:
Israel and the Arab States saying that he would send a commando Unit
he exceeded all conventional norms of morality. Having a girlfriend
to Jerusalem to pull up Golda Meir's panties.

who happens to be liked by a state operative would invite an impulsive
Amin's neighbour relations were the worst. Uganda is bound to
experience on your books. Indeed Amin's strategy of terror involved
Kenya and Tanzania by matter of History, Geography, Economics, Social
Interaction and Infrastructure. But relations were not particularly

So then new State of Maspala's fall on April 11, 1979 the whole
warm. Tanzania expressly refused to recognise the regime and actively
world was electrified. The bully had fled. The next day Tanzania
campaigned against it whenever an opportunity arose. Kenya who flirted
recognised the new U.F.R.L., government led by Professor TOSMU LOKI,
with the regime were jolted when Amin woke up one morning and mused with
a distinguished academic. Zambis and Kossakisse followed suit on April
the idea of territory within 20 miles of Nairobi. Kenya which had cut
13th.

off oil supplies for
the capacity of
cut off oil supplies from the Mombasa refinery. This temporarily
disciplined the Fellows. However relations warmed later for economic
reasons mainly, ideologically the sustin of Idd Amin and formation of a
new Aminist group. People

Other landlocked countries like Rwanda, Burundi and Zaire had
a checkered career with the regime. Borders were intermittently closed
and transportation vehicles taking vital supplies frequenly impounded
for various charges.
Amin totally ignored the welfare of his subjects. Drastic military budgets at the expense of social programmes like Education, Health and other sectors of the National economy magnified the social catastrophe. He was so obsessed with the military, he had a penchant thirst for inflated military titles. He was a V.C., D.S.O., M.C., C.B.E., etc., whether this was an indication of inferiority complex, it can't be adequately explained.

The worst evil to the world over was his human rights record; incredible brutalities were dished out to Ugandans in various ways. He exceeded all conventional norms of morality. Having a girlfriend who happens to be liked by a state operative would invite an impulsive executioner on your heels. Indeed Amin's strategy of terror involved a traumatizing sleep beyond the bounds of morality.

So when news broke of Kampala's fall on April 11, 1979 the whole world was electrified. The bully had fled. The next day Tanzania recognised the new U.N.I.F. government led by Professor YUSUFU LULE, a distinguished academic. Zambia and Mozambique followed suit on April 13th.

Zambia issued a statement saying "The government and people of Zambia warmly welcome the new developments in Uganda and pledge their recognition of the new government of Uganda and pledge their militant support and solidarity. The ousting of Idi Amin and formation of a new Administration in Uganda constitutes a great victory for the people of Uganda and is a singular triumph for freedom, justice and human dignity."
Ethiopia recognised Uganda on April 15th. Britain who had rushed to
make public it's recognition of the new government, turned around and too recognised the new government
on February 16th. She sent a special envoy Richard Posnett to Kampala
to congratulate the new government. Britain had withdrawn her Embassy
from Uganda following the Murder of Dola Bloch, an Israel, British
Passport holder when terrorists hijacked an Air France Airbus in 1976.

The U.S.A. on April 17th announced its intention to normalise her

State Dept. Spokesman Tim Reston announced that the U.S.A. was
sending diplomats to check on the situation under the new provisional
government and said that since the U.S. had not formally broken off ties
with Uganda the question of recognition did not arise. Later a delegation
led by Mr. Robert Keeley, the Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for
African Affairs, arrived in Uganda.

A host of other countries rushed to recognise the new government.
The question is why was there an enthusiasm to recognise the new government
in contrast to the Amin coup in 1971 which struggled for minimal acceptability
at home though both changes were followed by effectiveness at home. In fact,
the 1979 change was less effective since it took over two months for the
whole country to be liberated. Another factor is that in overthrowing
Amin the principle of territorial integrity was thrown overboard.
Tanzanian soldiers did the invasion to oust the dictator and helped
instal the new government. This leads to a theory that in recognition
or non-recognition the international community of states recognise the
issue of human rights. The Amin regime had exceeded all reasonable limits
It had become an Embarrassment to all nations. Also Obote's towering
personality on African politics helped to considerably diminishes Amin's
impact on the world. This is the Human Right argument for Recognition whose validity is indicated by the refusal of West African Heads of state to deal with the new government of Master Sgt. Samuel Doe of Liberia for his disregard for human rights in executing top officials of the former Tubman Administration.
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CHAPTER FOUR
RECOGNITION AS PRACTISED IN SELECTED AFRICAN STATES OUTSIDE E. AFRICA

As we have already observed, recognition is used as a co-option of a new state or government into the international family of Nations, though in practice non-recognition does not mean that a state or government doesn't exist. Generally African countries have gone through bitter struggles before achieving independence and we have witnessed that legally constituted governments have been violently overthrown. Most commonly by military coups. Coups d'etat are almost endemic in Africa. The most recent was the overthrow of the Liberian government of William Tolbert who was brutally assassinated on April 11th 1980.

In this chapter we shall look at methods in which Recognition is commonly employed, e.g., recognition of states and recognition of governments. On recognition of a new state we shall examine Biafra and Angola and on government - Biafra after Nkrumah's fall. Nigeria after independence was a loosely federated nation based on tribal affiliation. Tribal hatred among her largest tribes - the Hausa, Yorubas and Ibos reached alarming proportions which culminated in the Massacres of Ibos in the Northern Region. Due to the anxiety which was generated by such a development, Major-General Ojukwu, Military administrator of the Eastern Region declared the predominantly Ibo region independent and baptised the new nation as Biafra. For humanitarian considerations their secession was understandable because though the Ibos were being eliminated in other parts of Nigeria, the Federal Government didn't seem to take concrete measures to defuse the situation. It looked as if they had been rejected as part of the nation. African states were faced with a dilemma whether to grant Recognition or not. A civil war erupted between the Federal Government led by

As indicated in Chapter two, recognition or non-recognition depends on three major factors: Political and in a subsidiary form, 'Economic' and 'Personality' of the Heads of state and Governments involved. Political factors weighed heavily with African governments on the issue of the Biafran Recognition. Many African countries are plagued with the problem of tribalism and minority discontent. This is an outgrowth of Colonialism which divided borders simply on geographical and administrative convenience without taking into consideration ethnic affiliations and diplomatic considerations. As a result a tribe would find, e.g., Somalis in North-East Kenya would be more at home if they were part of Somalia. Furthermore due to the fact that Africa was over-balkanized by the Colonial Masters, most African countries are wary of sanctioning further divisions or secession as it would easily spark off a chain reaction of demands for secession in most countries. Due to the above, the bulk of African states rejected Biafra's claim to be an independent sovereign whatever its genuine justifications. The merits of the case were not considered. As a result, most African countries supported the Federal Government in its bid to stop the rebellion and re-establish central authority. The C.A.U. charter was repeatedly cited for this policy stand. But due to the humanitarian factors involved e.g., avoidance of genocide, most countries strongly recommended a cease fire and immediate commencement of negotiations to end the conflict. However, this call was ignored by the parties involved in the fighting.

Only four African countries recognized the Biafran states: Tanzania, Zambia, Ivory Coast and Gabon. Why? they are evenly divided according to ideological orientation. Tanzania's Minister of Foreign Affairs Mr. Ngonja announced
on 15th April, 1968 that his Government now gave official recognition
in Nigeria this announcement of foreign citizenship was destroyed
in the state of Biafra as it was convinced that there was no longer
by the events of 1966 and in particular by the persons in which 20,000
any basis for unity between the 12 million Ibo people and the remaining
Eastern Nigerians were cornered and many were forced and about 4 million
people of Nigeria, that the Federal state had failed to provide for
hanced to the North of their country and the situation
the safety of the Ibo people and when a whole people was rejected
ability of the Federal government to protect the victims which
by a majority of the state in which they live, they must have a right
underlined the insurgents conviction that they have been rejected by
live under a different arrangement.
other Nigerians and abandoned by the Federal Government. They still not

The Nigerian Government reacted sharply by breaking off immediately
diplomatic relations with Tanzania. In a government statement it said

"The Nigerian government regarded this as a hostile act by a country it had
regarded as a friend. In Tanzania's hour of need, when the Tanzanian
Army mutinied against the Nyerere regime, Nigerian readily responded to
President Nyerere's desperate appeal for Nigerian troops to save him,
restore law and order and preserve the territorial integrity of Tanzania." 2

According to Nyerere Tanzania was motivated by purely humanitarian
factors; a reason hardly advanced for recognition or non-recognition of
a government. In a long letter written in The Observer of April 28, 1968 3
he said "The leaders of Tanzania have probably talked more about the need
for unity than those of any country. Giving formal recognition to
greater disunity in Africa was every difficult decision to make. Our
reluctance to do so was compounded by our understanding of the problems of
disunity, be it national or religious reasons. This conflict in Nigeria produced
a similar sentiment in us. But unity can only be based on the general consent of the people
involved. The people must feel that the state or union is theirs and that
they must be willing to have their quarrels in that context. Now states,
and governments exist, for the citizens, protection, welfare and for the
future well-being of their children. There is no other justification for
states and governments except man. Biafra other than that".
In Nigeria this consciousness of common citizenship was destroyed by the events of 1966 and in particular by the pogroms in which 30,000 Eastern Nigerians were murdered and many more injured and about 2 million forced to flee from the North of their country and the apparent inability or unwillingness of the authorities to protect the victims which underlies the Easterners conviction that they have been rejected by other Nigerians and abandoned by the Federal Government. They will not cease to protest by assisting the break up of Nigeria. It should be be convinced by being shot. Nor will their acceptance as part of the Federation as at this time Portugal was left out because independence Federation be demonstrated by the use of Federal power to bomb schools and hospitals in the areas to which people fled from persecution."

In Europe Tanzania adopted a moral attitude, while strongly

This was a strong humanitarian stand for the recognition of Biafra. Naturally Nigeria was alarmed and there were fears that Nyerere's step would be followed by others thus peace moves were tried though it

lead by recognizing Biafra on May 20th 1968, citing same humanitarian

reasons. The United States and other European countries were inclined to follow the Gabon recognised Biafra on May 8th and Ivory Coast on May 10th. Their reasons were somewhat ambiguous. Although they too cited humanitarian reasons, mainly political, Israel and Saudi Arabia also cited other

reasons, it's believed that they were following France's instructions about supporting the federalists exclusively. The real reason was since De Gaulle was one of the staunchest supporters of Biafra mainly political, the U.S. with its charter provisions strongly

for economic and religious reasons. This conflict in Nigeria produced strange balance of alliances on both sides. The Biafrans whose leadership was strongly pro western and imbued with the values of a private enterprise system had on their side France and its two ultra-conservative Francophone allies, Ivory Coast and Gabon, as well as two militant African countries, Tanzania and Zambia, and also the peoples Republic of China, (The Chinese had no affinity with Biafra other than that Russia was on the other side).
President De Gaulle has his own political and economic reasons why he favoured Biafra. He was taken up by the fantasy of the need for smaller states in Africa. No doubt as he had envisaged the break-up of the Congo Democratic Republic (Zaire) into ten or twelve small states, so he saw a similar possibility for Nigeria. Portugal which also recognised Biafra clearly had no special interest in the Biafrans; their policy was merely opportunistic and probably calculated to improve their own defence position by assisting the break up of Nigeria. (It should be remembered that at this time Portugal was fighting three independence wars).

Zambia and Tanzania adopted a moral attitude, which strongly conflicted with the O.A.U. charter as well as their own earlier attitudes on the political dangers of African balkanisation.

Why did most countries not recognise Biafra? Nigeria as the legitimately recognised government could count on the support of those members of O.A.U. and also the Commonwealth though Canada showed some uneasiness. The U.S.A. and most other European countries were inclined to follow the British policy of dealing with Nigeria only, though the scandinavian countries, Belgium, Switzerland, Israel and Ireland had been far from easy about supporting the Federalists exclusively. The main reason was political, e.g., the O.A.U. with its charter provisions strongly condemning secessionist movements within the established frontiers of its member states could not be counted on Biafra's side. The Commonwealth favoured Nigeria for fraternal factors and as a result joint non-recognition by the O.A.U. and the Commonwealth strongly influenced the rest of the international community.
The S.A.F. granted recognition on 19th - 18th February and Portugal followed on 22nd February. By then over seventy states had recognised Angola as an independent nation. Perhaps the unique example on the recognition of states. The achievement of its independence was the most volatile and bloody surpassing the Algerian Civil War. It involved a group of actors from the rest of the world, recognised more, calling for a government of National Unity. Angola's independence was officially proclaimed on November 10th, 1975 by Amadeu José Cardoso, the Portuguese High Commissioner, in one of the most significant acts of decolonisation ever witnessed in Africa. He said that it was in accordance of the Portuguese President, for he was transferring sovereignty to the Angolan people. The Angolan people must now decide how they were going to exercise their own sovereignty. There was no legally constituted authority in Angola to hand over to. There were simply two non-communist parties with different ideologies, the MPLA (Marxist) and UNIR (de Klerk Western oriented). The country drifted into a civil war with the MPLA emerging as the victor with considerable help in man power and equipment from Cuba financed by the Soviet Union and its client states of Eastern Europe.

As a result of this initially only leftist governments recognised the MPLA government. The conservative, Western-oriented ones shunned off the new nation saying that it did not represent a government of national unity and had it had excluded the majority of its people from the machinery of power, so it did not qualify for international recognition. Africa was almost evenly divided for and against the recognition of the MPLA government.

Twenty-five African states had recognised the People's Republic of Angola, as Christmas by MPLA by 21st January 1976. This constituted a formal majority of the C.A.U.'s member states thus obliging the organisation to admit the People's Republic of Angola formally to membership on 10th February, 1976.
The E.E.C. granted recognition on 19th - 18th February and Portugal followed suit on 22nd February. By then over seventy states had recognised the MPLA regime.

Other countries backed the two rival factions. For example Zaire and China recognised FNLA, Zambia initially backed UNITA but later changed. Most countries recognised none, calling for a government of National Unity. Amin who was then the Chairman of the O.A.U. not only denounced MPLA's unilateral seizure of power but threatened to break diplomatic relations with Russia unless he got an explanation of its involvement in Angola and also detested the behaviour of its Ambassador in Uganda for pressurising him to recognise the soviet backed MPLA. Up to now some countries do not recognise Angola led by MPLA e.g., Senegal, Ivory Coast, Gabon, etc.

Even the U.S.A. not yet extended recognition to the marxist led government though commercial corporations especially of oil exploration continue to do brisk business with Angola.

GHANA

Lastly we deal with Ghana, the first African country to get formal independence in 1957. It was led by Dr. Kwame Nkrumah, one of Africa's most intelligent and forceful leader in its post-independence history. (Buckville) also denounced the coup on some reasons. The circumstances of He was overthrown on 24th February, 1966 in a coup led by Lt. Colnel E.K. Kotoka. Nkrumah had been variously called as Africa's redeemer. Nkrumah and we assure him our unwavering support and total hospitality. Nkrumah and we assure him our unwavering support and total hospitality.

The new National Liberation Council (NLC) government was headed by Lt. General Ankrah who had been earlier retired by Nkrumah. The Nkrumah offered a asylum to Nkrumah if he see need. He said that charges against Nkrumah were that he had severely curbed freedom which recent coups in Africa had hindered what he described as "a true revolution in Africa", and advised that Africa's enemies are busy rejoicing.
had developed almost from the start until the coup. Large scale
detention of opponents of his regime and senseless harassment of the
opposition thus forcing many to go in exile.

Nkrumah being one of the foremost leaders in Africa, many countries
were put in a dilemma either to recognize the new regime or not since
it seemed to enjoy the overwhelming support of most Ghanaians. On a
state banquet in Peking, China still referred to him as Mr. President and
radio broadcasts didn't mention the coup at all. Guinean President
condemned the coup in strongest terms and offered political a asylum
to the deposed leader whom Sekoute declared later at a mass rally
as co-president of Guinea. Algeria, another leftist government, denounced
the military takeover though it was itself under military rule led by
Colnel H. Boumediane. The government daily "Elmoudjahid" on February 27, 196
described the Ghana coup as an indication of an upsurge of imperialism in
the non-aligned world. It claimed that foreign powers were behind the
coup.

Mali offered actual a asylum and hospitality it and declared two
days as solidarity days in sympathy with the people of Ghana. Congo
(Brazaville) also denounced the coup on same reasons. The communique of
Mali's political bureau said "we are in combative solidarity with President
Nkrumah and we assure him our unswerving support and total hospitality".6
Congo (Brazaville's) ruling party described the coup as "a vast offensive
unleashed by imperialism against rising African forces and genuine
independence.

Nyerere offered a asylum to Nkrumah if he saw needs. He said that
recent coups in Africa had hindered what he described as "a true revolution
in Africa",7 and advised that Africa's enemies are busy rejoicing.
The real test came at the O.A.U. ministerial conference held at Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. The conference was divided on ideological lines whether to admit the new Ghanian delegation or not. Mali, Guinea, Tanzania, and Congo had spearheaded an unsuccessful attack on the credentials of the Ghanian delegation on the ground that it did not represent its country. However many delegates accepted Ethiopia's Foreign Minister's view, the newly elected chairman, who pointed out that the presence of any delegation on the council's deliberations did not involve recognition or non-recognition by member states of that delegations government. Mali's Foreign Minister Ousmane Bapromphthy resigned his post of First Vice-Chairman to which he had been elected only two hours earlier.

Guinea took the issue further by according a state welcome to Nkrumah and emotionally declaring him co-president on March 2nd. He later threatened to march on Ghana via Ivory Coast to crash the rebels.

The next day on March 3rd it marked a climax. In the O.A.U. conference Tanzania, Guinea, Mali, U.A.R., Somalia, Algeria and the Congo walked out of the ministerial council meeting in protest against the presence of the Ghanian delegation. These represented the most radical states on the continent at that time.

Despite the violent dislike for the new regime time showed the futility of the non-recognition doctrine. On March 17th Russia recognised the new military regime in a note handed to the Chairman of the N.L.C. Nigeria recognised the new government much earlier on March 6th. China too resumed relationship in April. By the end of March over 90 states had recognised the new administration.
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In conclusion it should be remembered that changes in the title of a government or in the personnel do not affect the continuing existence of the state involved. It remains a legal entity in international law.
CONCLUSION

In the preceding pages we have indicated that recognition of governments is primarily a political act differing from recognition of a state only in the nature of the entity being recognised. A government is merely an operative agency of a state, but it is that part of the state which undertakes the actions, which are attributable to the state, are subject to regulation by the application of the principles and rules of international law.

We have tried to show that the problems involved in the recognition of governments in Africa mostly appear when a change in the form of government takes place. Another government might detest the unconstitutional or otherwise irregular transfer from one group to another; whereas another government would simply dislike the person who has taken over or usurped power.

In conclusion it should be remembered that changes in the form of a government or in its personnel do not affect the continuing existence of the state involved. It remains a legal entity in international law.